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Digital Broadcast Technologies Acquires Digital Radio Specialists
Factum and Radioscape

3rd April 2015 London (UK).  The assets and ongoing business of Factum Electronics AB (Sweden) and

Broadcast UK Limited trading as Radioscape (UK) have been acquired from the administrator of VDL S.A.

(France) by Digital Broadcast Technologies Limited (UK). Digital Broadcasting Technologies has been

established to drive forward the growth and development of the business and is led by the company’s

existing management team.

The process of consolidating the operations of Factum and Radioscape began in 2014.  The Factum and

Radioscape brand names will be retained, while product development and support will be managed

centrally from London.  Both broadcast product ranges will continue to be supported while development

of a new broadcast system progresses.

Since 1997, Factum and Radioscape have been delivering innovative, reliable and cost-effective products

for Digital Radio, including broadcast encoding & multiplexing Systems, monitoring & analysis products

and voice break-in systems for tunnels.

Thomas Durkin, Managing Director of Digital Broadcast Technologies said “This is an exciting development

for the company. We have a great team, first class products and are looking forward to working with the

digital radio world to deliver the benefits of digital broadcasting to millions of listeners“.

About Factum Radioscape

Factum is a world leader in Digital Radio Broadcast systems, NICAM digital stereo sound for television and

Middleware for integration in Digital Radio receivers.   The Company uses state-of-the-art technology and

principles, many of which emanate from years of research in close co-operation with our specialist and

expert users representing well renowned broadcasting corporations.

Radioscape has developed and delivered innovative and reliable monitoring systems for Digital Radio,

providing unrivalled flexibility and scalability to its clients who appreciate Radioscape’s cost effective and

technically excellent solutions.  The Company is proud to support a large international customer base with

digital radio monitoring equipment and voice break-in systems for tunnels.
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